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BACKGROUND
Overview of The Project
This case study will showcase how Boardish helped a prominent
global hotel chain to progress its cybersecurity development that had
stagnated after a consultant identified “legacy cybersecurity issues”
preventing remote access to their employees. As an organization with
almost 5,000 employees without remote access to any of the
company resources it prevented workflow and productivity and
became a component of company culture making it hard to change
internally.
The core challenge Boardish was needed for was to help board
members understand why they need to allow mobile accessibility to
company resources, and that it’s possible to do this and still meet all
the necessary security requirements.

Organisational Introduction
As a prominent member of the hospitality industry, the global hotel
chain was under the watchful eye of regulators due to strict regulations
in the sector because of the amount of personal information held on
customers.
The organization was not operating at full capacity because even though
they operate 24/7, they were relying on IT systems and solutions that do
not operate around the clock
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THE CHALLENGES
We had to tackle several complex challenges in order to successfully pitch
the IT budget proposal to the board. These included:

Presenting a good solution
The board needed to see past costs
and risks of implementing a new
system. They needed to be
presented with the huge added
value of the solution, and of
course, approve of the solution.

Identifying and presenting the real
threat
Instead of worrying about
potential security issues of
allowing mobile, the board needed
to be shown how much it hurt
them avoiding mobile access—by
quantifying different scenarios.

No value perception
The Board was hesitant to invest in new systems without a clear business
need. The true cost of a lack of mobility was hidden and they were used to
handling things from offices only during business hours, without having a
way for most employees to access company resources from outside the
office.

Hard numbers
There was a need to find a solution that would quantify staying with legacy
systems—how much it would cost to continue having no mobility versus
switching to new systems. For that, there was a need to quantify scenarios
such as:
Responsiveness Issues: When there is no way to access resources remotely,
urgent situations last longer as employees need to arrive at the office first.
Reducing responsiveness and potentially increasing costs and impact.
Hiring Issues: In 2019, new technologies enable high work flexibility and it’s
hard to hire for new positions in the current climate if candidates can’t work
from home or adopt flexible working hours in some cases.
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THE SOLUTION
The board was very focused on costs and especially risks of allowing new
technology that would enable mobile access to company resources. They
hadn’t previously seen any quantifiable data on how “working from home”
made their operations streamlined and faster while keeping them secure. So
we used Boardish to:

Quantify Risks
The threat was “No Mobility,” and by inputting the threat
into Boardish, we could present live how this negatively
impacts the hotel chain down the line. With the main issues
being a slow response to urgent situations and issues with
hiring quality IT staff, which leads to lots of missed revenue
opportunities and quality of customer service issues.

Present The Solution
The solution would allow the staff to access resources from
remote locations –be it their home or on the go – while
ensuring the highest security standards at the same time.
“Microsoft Azure Active Directory Premium and Intune” was
presented as a good solution for their IT and cybersecurity
issues, as it allows very detailed authorization settings per each
user.

Identifying Business Impact
The organization was then presented with how implementing
this solution would fully mitigate the “No Mobility” risk while
at the same time improving employee efficiency and being
compliant with all industry regulations and laws for PII.
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THE RESULTS
By quantifying the real risk of avoiding mobile accessibility
because of security concerns with the help of Boardish, we helped
the board realize what would happen if they stayed on this route.
By adopting new systems, they would allow users to work
remotely from laptops and personal computers, thereby
eliminating the “No Mobility” risk.

The solution presented was successfully approved and gave them
unprecedented control over how company resources are accessed,
be it remotely or from offices. With the Microsoft Azure Active
Directory Premium and Intune, the hotel chain can now set up
what content will be accessible and, most importantly, who and
which devices have access to that content. As an example, anything
labelled PII or otherwise sensitive could not be downloaded by
personal computers, but only by company-owned devices from
specific locations, such as offices.

Overall:

Boardish was an integral part of bridging the communication
gap between the IT department and the board in order to
educate the real risks of a lack of mobility and the solutions
that facilitated improving their security and working
practices.
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About Boardish
Boardish is an innovative platform that makes the
CISO/CTO/CIO job easier by helping quantify IT threats and
solutions into ACTUAL financial impact. Providing decision
makers with figures, no guesswork, and no spreadsheets!
The aim is to provide tangible and quantifiable risk analysis to
cyber security and bridge the gap between IT and the board in a
fast paced and frequently changing area in business.
Boardish is not only revolutionising how technology approach
the board by sparking the conversations about risk that we need,
it also shows tangible results in explaining how various IT and
cyber security solutions combat specific business threats,
utimately improving security posture.

Try Boardish for FREE today by visiting:
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